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The neurometabolic effects of the hallucinogen psilocybin
(PSI; 0.2 mg/kg), the entactogen 3,4methylenedioxyethylamphetamine (MDE; 2 mg/kg) and the
stimulant d-methamphetamine (METH; 0.2–0.4 mg/kg)
and the drugs’ interactions with a prefrontal activation task
were investigated in a double-blind, placebo-controlled
human [F-18]fluorodeoxyglucoseFDG-positron emission
tomographicPET study (each group: n 5 8). Subjects
underwent two scans (control: word repetition; activation:
word association) within 2–4 weeks. Psilocybin increased
rMRGlu in distinct right hemispheric frontotemporal
cortical regions, particularly in the anterior cingulate and
decreased rMRGlu in the thalamus. Both MDE and METH
induced cortical hypometabolism and cerebellar
hypermetabolism. In the MDE group, cortical
hypometabolism was more pronounced in frontal regions,
with the exception of the right anterior cingulate, which

tended to be hyperactive. Cognitive activation-related
increases in left frontocortical regions were attenuated
under all three psychoactive substances, but less so under
MDE. Taking into account performance data and subjective
reports on task difficulty, these effects may result from
different mechanisms across the three groups. Our PSI data
are in line with studies on acute schizophrenic patients
suggesting frontal overactivity at rest, but diminished
capacity to activate prefrontal regions upon cognitive
demand. The MDE data support the hypothesis that
entactogens constitute a distinct psychoactive substance
class, which takes an intermediate position between
stimulants and hallucinogens.
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Model psychosis; FDG-PET; Activation study
Experimental studies of cerebral blood flow and metabolism with psychoactive drugs in humans aim to explore
the interaction of these drugs with human brain function. Recent studies with hallucinogenic, “mind-expanding” drugs in healthy subjects provided evidence in favor of an altered functional interhemispheric balance
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with right hemispheric dominance and an increased activity in frontocortical regions after acute administration of mescaline, psilocybin, or ketamine (Hermle et al.
1992; Vollenweider et al. 1997a, b). The most profound
increase in metabolism was found in the anterior cingulate (Vollenweider et al. 1997a, 1997b), which is linked
to both emotional and attentional functions (Vogt et al.
1992; Devinsky et al. 1995; Murtha et al. 1996). These
functions are, in turn, tightly connected to both the effects of hallucinogens and the symptoms of schizophrenic and schizophrenia-spectrum psychoses.
Hallucinogenic drug-induced states can be used as
models for acute endogenous psychotic states in psychiatric research (Hermle et al. 1992; Vollenweider et al.
1997a, b; Gouzoulis-Mayfrank et al. 1998). Within the
framework of this model psychosis paradigm neurometabolic data from the above-mentioned studies can
be interpreted in the sense that acute psychotic states
with prominent positive symptoms are linked to increased activity in frontal neocortical, and limbic areas.
This is in contrast to the majority of functional neuroimaging studies with schizophrenic patients, which
demostrate hypofrontality both in resting states (Buchsbaum et al. 1982; Farkas et al. 1984; Wolkin et al. 1988;
Siegel et al. 1993) and under cognitive tasks believed to
employ frontal brain areas (Cohen et al. 1987; Weinberger et al. 1988; Buchsbaum et al. 1990; Andreasen et
al. 1992). However, most of these studies were performed with chronically ill patients on various neuroleptic medications, and evidence has accumulated in favor
of an association between hypofrontality and negative
symptoms (Volkow et al. 1987; Wolkin et al. 1992).
Some few studies with acutely ill patients presenting with
positive symptoms failed to demonstrate hypofrontality and did, in part, demonstrate hyperfrontal metabolic
patterns (Sheppard et al. 1983; Wiesel et al. 1987; Cleghorn
et al. 1989; Ebmeier et al. 1993; Parellada et al. 1994).
Thus, a general link between acute, pharmacologically
induced or naturally occurring psychotic states and hyperfrontal metabolic patterns may be hypothesized.
An important question is, whether the changes in cerebral activity demonstrated under hallucinogens are
restricted to these substances. Several studies with
other psychotropic substances with both stimulant and
sedative properties (cocaine, morphine, benzodiazepines,
barbiturates) reported decreased cortical activity (London et al. 1990a,b; Mathew and Wilson 1991). Studies
on the effects of stimulant amphetamines are inconsistent with reports of decreases, no effects, or increases of
glucose metabolism or cerebral blood flow (Wolkin et
al. 1987; Kahn et al. 1989; Metz et al. 1991; Devous et al.
1995; Ernst et al. 1997). A recent study with intravenous
d-amphetamine administration reported no global
change, but frontal, limbic, subcortical, and cerebellar
increases of regional glucose metabolic rates (Ernst et
al. 1997). The discrepancies in functional neuroimaging
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studies with amphetamines may reflect the well-recognized variability of clinical amphetamine effects (Gunne
1977; Angrist 1994) and/or methodological differences
among studies including samples (psychiatric patients,
healthy controls), cognitive states (resting state, different cognitive tasks), imaging methods and indices of
brain activity, as well as drugs, doses, and routes of administration. At present, no clear picture of stimulant
amphetamine effects on cerebral activity can be drawn.
Preliminary data from an ongoing study with an entactogenic amphetamine derivative (methylenedioxymethylamphetamine 5 MDMA) indicate that MDMA increases regional cerebral blood flow in prefrontal
neocortical regions of the left hemisphere, while reducing it in the posterior cingulate, the right anterior cingulate, and the left caudate nucleus (Gamma et al. 1997).
To our knowledge, this is the only experimental neuroimaging study on the acute effects of ecstasy in
healthy nonuser subjects.
Recent studies with hallucinogens, entactogens, and
stimulants were either open pilot studies or used placebo controls (Hermle et al. 1992; Lahti et al. 1995; Vollenweider et al. 1997a,b; Gamma et al. 1997). However,
hallucinogens and entactogens exert very powerful effects in humans; thus, the nature of the administered
agent mostly becomes apparent both for the subject and
the researcher in the course of placebo-controlled experiments. Furthermore, hallucinogens exert very complex effects in humans, including alterations of perception, cognition, mood, and drive. Therefore, it is
difficult to link distinct biological with psychological effects in subjects of placebo-controlled studies. To meet
these methodological problems, designs with different
psychoactive substances may be helpful.
The design of the present double-blind experimental
study includes placebo and three psychoactive substances:
the hallucinogen psilocybin, the stimulant d-methamphetamine, and the entactogen MDE (3,4-methylenedioxyethylamphetamine). Effects of entactogens (methylenedioxy-amphetamines 5 ecstasy group; e.g., MDMA,
MDE, MBDB) are mainly emotional in nature, but they
have additional significant perceptional and stimulant
properties (Gouzoulis-Mayfrank et al. 1996; Pechnick
and Ungerleider 1997). Several lines of evidence support the view of a distinct psychoactive substance class,
which takes an intermediate position between stimulants and hallucinogens (Nichols 1986; Solowji et al.
1992; Hermle et al. 1993a, 1993b; Gouzoulis-Mayfrank
et al. 1996). From a methodological point of view, the
overlapping psychological effects of the three drug
groups can help to realize a true double-blind design
and may help to distinguish between mechanisms specifically related to hallucinogenic effects and mechanisms that pertain to other factors such as increased
drive and energy (stimulant effects) and enhanced emotional responses (entactogenic effects).
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The objectives of the study were the following:
1. to assess the effects of common recreational doses of
psilocybin, MDE, and d-methamphetamine on regional cerebral glucose metabolism and to examine
whether there are overlapping neurometabolic effects that correspond to the overlapping psychopathological effects of the drugs;
2. to detect correlations between neurometabolic and
psychopathological effects of the drugs; and
3. to study the influence of the drugs on a cognitive activation.
The cognitive challenge was a word association task,
compared to a word repetition task. We chose the word
association task, because of the following considerations.
1. It is known from functional imaging studies that lateral prefrontal and frontal limbic cortical regions are
employed in this task (Petersen et al. 1988). These regions have been shown to be involved in and to display metabolic alterations in both hallucinogenic
states and endogenous psychoses (Benes and Bird
1987; Benes et al. 1987; Cleghorn et al. 1992; Liddle et
al. 1992; Tamminga et al. 1992; Catafau et al. 1994;
Lahti et al. 1995; Vollenweider et al. 1997a,b).
2. Hallucinogens induce formal thought disturbances
with loosening of associations. Indirect semantic priming, an index of spreading activation in semantic networks, was reported to be increased in healthy volunteers after ingestion of psilocybin (Spitzer et al. 1996).
3. Disturbances of associations are considered a primary symptom of schizophrenia in the classical psychopathological literature (Bleuler 1911). Direct and
indirect semantic priming were reported to be increased in thought-disordered schizophrenic patients
(Manschreck et al. 1988; Kwapil et al. 1990; Spitzer et
al. 1993).
For these reasons, the study of associative performance
under hallucinogenic drugs is highly relevant within
the frame of the model psychosis paradigm.

METHODS
The study was carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local ethics committee of the Medical Faculty of the RWTH
Aachen, the Federal Health Administration (BGA, Berlin), and the proper authorities for radiation protection
(Bundesinstitut für Strahlenschutz).

Subjects
Thirty-two healthy subjects volunteered for this study
(21 men, 11 women; mean age: 34.2 years, range: 27–47).
All subjects were physicians (n 5 25) or psychologists

(n 5 7) (self-experiments). They had no current or previous history of significant physical disease, no axis I or
II disorders according to DSM-III-R criteria at present
or in the past, no family history of major psychiatric disorder in first-degree relatives, and they received no regular medication. Each volunteer gave written informed
consent. Before entering the study, subjects were screened
by means of a standard psychiatric interview (SCID), a
medical history, a clinical examination, electrocardiogram, and laboratory testing including blood cell counts,
electrolytes, plasma kreatinin, and liver enzymes.

Substances
All substances were obtained from the Pharmaceutical
Institute of the University of Tübingen, and were prepared as capsules of identical appearance. Psilocybin
(PSI) and d-methamphetamine (METH) were obtained
in 2.5- and 10-mg capsules. MDE was obtained in 100and 10-mg capsules. The calculated individual dose for
each subject was made available by combination of
these capsules. If necessary, empty placebo (PLA) capsules were added, so that all volunteers received five
capsules. The substances were administered orally with
some water in the following doses: PSI: 0.2 mg/kg but
not more than a 15-mg total dose (n 5 8); MDE: 2 mg/
kg but not more than 140-mg total dose (n 5 8) ; METH:
0.2 mg/kg but not more than 17.5-mg total dose (n 5 4).
In an interim evaluation, this initial METH dose was
shown to induce only slight clinical effects. Therefore,
the METH dose was increased to 0.4 mg/kg but not
more than 35-mg total dose. However, the final analysis
of the data revealed no clear-cut differences in psychological and physiological effects between the two METH
groups. Therefore, data of the two METH groups were
pooled together for statistical analysis (n 5 8).

Experimental Procedures and Cognitive Activation
Each subject participated in two experiments with the
same substance in a double-blind design and pseudorandomized order (PSI, MDE, METH, PLA; each n 5 8;
total n 5 32). The two experiments were performed 2–4
weeks apart. On either occasion, subjects performed a
word association task (activation scan) or a word repetition task (control scan) in counterbalanced order. Fasting
subjects arrived at the Psychiatric Department between
8:00 and 9:00 a.m. They had free access to water, otherwise they fasted until the end of the experiment. Veins
on both lower arms were cannulated for subsequent blood
takings. One experienced psychiatrist accompanied the
subjects for the entire duration of the experiment and
evaluated the psychopathological state. Drugs were administered orally with some water between 10:00 and
11:00 a.m., and subjects were allowed to relax afterward.
Vital signs were measured regularly during the entire
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duration of the experiment. During the peak of the drug
experience, subjects were transported to the Department
of Nuclear Medicine within the same building. PET scans
started 110 to 120 minutes after drug ingestion. All scans
were performed in a quiet darkened room with eyes
closed, the only background noise being that of the scanner. The headphones required for auditory presentation
of task stimuli further attenuated the environmental
noise. Stimuli were identical for the two tasks and were
selected out of the most frequent nouns of the spoken
German language (Ruoff 1990). Six hundred-forty words
were recorded and delivered binaurally at a rate of one
per 3 seconds over 32 minutes. The activation task consisted of overtly associating one word to every stimulus. The control task consisted of repeating every stimulus word. The words spoken by the subjects in both
tasks were tape-recorded and analyzed. After the end
of the scan, subjects were transported back to the Psychiatric Department and remained there for at least 2
hours after complete decline of the psychological effects.

Imaging Protocols (MRI and PET)
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed on a
day before the first experiment with a circular polarized
Helmholtz headcoil in a 1.5 Tesla Magnetom (Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany). Using a T1-weighted three-dimensional (3-D) flash sequence (TE 5 ms, TR 40 ms, flip angle 408), a volume dataset of the brain was obtained and
reconstructed in coronal, transaxial, and sagittal slices
of 3-mm thickness. Positron emission tomography
(PET) examinations were performed using an ECAT
953/15 Scanner (Siemens/CTI, Knoxville, TN, USA). A
special head holder system and a thermoplastic head
mask enabled fixation of the subject’s head in the same
position in all three examinations (Kaiser et al. 1994).
The activation task (word repetition or word association) started 2 minutes before intravenous administration of 132-307 MBq fluorine-18-deoxyglucose (18FDG), and lasted 32 minutes. Emission scans started 30
minutes PI and were taken for 30 minutes in three successive bed positions, because the scanner had an axial
field of view of 5.4 mm. To correct for photon attenuation, a 15-minute transmission scan using eight Ge-68
ring sources was performed for each bed position on
another day. The input function was calculated by determining the serum activity of arterialized venous
blood samples over time (20 and 40 s; 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20,
30, 40, and 60 min PI). Reconstruction of 45 transversal
attenuation-corrected slices of 3.375-mm thickness in a
256 3 256 matrix was performed with a Hanning filter
(cut-off frequency 0.5). Spatial resolution was 6-mm full
width at half maximum (FWHM). Absolute glucose
consumption rate was calculated for each pixel (autoradiography method according to Sokoloff et al. 1977 and
Phelps et al. 1979) using measured input function, tis-
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sue radioactivity concentration, and blood glucose concentration. For quantification of gray and white matter,
two sets of rate constants, K1–k4 and a lumped constant
of 0.52 were used, according to Reivich et al. (1985).

Analysis of Image Data
After conversion of the data from MRI and PET to a
uniform data file structure, data were transferred onto a
computed system for image analysis (Unix system:
SUN-SPARC 20). For exact realignment of MRI and
PET data, a special multipurpose imaging tool was
used (Pietrzyk et al. 1994). PET was adapted coronally,
transaxially, and sagittally to MRI, and layer thickness
was transformed uniformly to 6.75 mm. Using the anatomical atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) cortical
(frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital) and subcortical (basal ganglia and thalamus) structures were defined on each individual MRI with regions of interest
(ROIs), which were superimposed on the respective
PET data as an MRI/PET overlay. All regions were defined for both the right and the left hemisphere. Altogether, 113 ROIs were defined on each MRI (55 ROIs
per hemisphere and three brainstem ROIs). Each evaluated region exceeded the 2.5-fold volume of the FWHM
of the PET scanner to minimize the influence of the partial volume effect. Because of the considerable intraand interindividual variability of cerebral glucose metabolism, the absolute metabolic rate of glucose of each
ROI (rMRGlu) was normalized to the global metabolic
rate of glucose, which was calculated as the volumeweighted average of rMRGlu of all 113 evaluated regions (Bartlett et al. 1988; Maquet et al. 1990).
For further statistical analysis, the 113 ROIs per brain
were summarized into 37 ROI groups: superior prefrontal, middle prefrontal, inferior prefrontal, frontal
operculum, precentral, insula, parietal, temporoparietal, superior temporal, inferior temporal, occipital, cerebellum, caudate nucleus, putamen, thalamus, amygdala
and parahippocampal cortex, anterior cingulate, posterior cingulate, and brain stem (Figure 1). Furthermore,
volume-weighted average rMRGlu of larger, composite
regions and metabolic ratios were calculated for each
hemisphere and for both hemispheres together: frontal
neocortex (composed of the three prefrontal ROIs, frontal operculum, precentral, and insula ROIs), posterior
neocortex (composed of the parietal, temporal, and occipital ROIs), entire neocortex (composed of frontal and
posterior neocortex), subcortical regions (composed of
caudate nucleus, putamen, and thalamus), frontal/posterior ratio, and cortical/subcortical ratio.

Statistical Analysis
Differences in global and normalized regional MRGlu
of the control scan between each drug group and pla-
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Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the regions of interest (ROIs), as drawn on the individual MRI of one subject. Abbreviations: sPF: superior prefrontal cortex; mPF: middle prefrontal cortex; iPF: inferior prefrontal cortex; PC: precentral cortex; OP:
frontal operculum; PA: parietal cortex; TP: temporoparietal cortex; TS: superior temporal cortex; TI: inferior temporal cortex;
INS: insular cortex; CER: cerebellum; PU: putamen; CAU: caudate nucleus; THA: thalamus; AMY: amygdala/parahippocampal gyrus; GCA: anterior cingulate; GCP: posterior cingulate; Brst: brainstem.

cebo were analyzed by Mann–Whitney U-tests. The
Spearman correlation coefficient was used to evaluate
correlations between metabolic values and psychopathological scores. To limit the explored correlations to a
reasonable number, only ROIs and ratios revealing significant or trend deviations from placebo were included
in the correlation analyses. Changes in rMRGlu between association and repetition scans within each drug
group were analyzed by means of the Wilcoxon matched
pairs test. Differences in the total number of words produced in the association and repetition tasks between
each drug group and placebo were analyzed by Mann–
Whitney U-tests. Differences in the number of words
produced in the three equal parts of the whole activation period were analyzed by Friedman tests and Wilcoxon matched pairs tests within each drug group. No
type-I error correction for multiple testing was performed,
because, with small n, no p value could pass the Bonferroni adjustment for multiple testing for dependent sample tests, in particular. Therefore, the findings should be
regarded as exploratory, rather than confirmatory. All
statistical analyses were performed with SPSS.

RESULTS
Global Cerebral Metabolism
There were no significant or trend differences of global
cerebral metabolism in the four groups. Mean values and

standard deviation of global glucose metabolism (mmol/
100g/min) during the repetition scan were: PLA (n 5 8):
37.58 6 14.27; METH (n 5 6): 32.59 6 3.12; MDE (n 5 7):
32.06 6 10.23; PSI (n 5 8): 31.49 6 5.30. Missing values
were because of technical problems with data acquisition.

Regional, Normalized Cerebral Metabolism
In the PSI group, significant increases of rMRGlu were
obtained in the right anterior cingulate (19.82%, p 5
.046) and the right frontal operculum (Broca homologous area of the right hemisphere) (17.74%, p 5 .046),
and a trend increase was seen in the right inferior temporal region (14.16%, p 5 .093) compared to placebo.
Significant decreases were obtained in the right thalamus (28.73%, p 5 .016) and the left precentral region
(26.13%, p 5 .016), and a trend decrease was obtained
in the left thalamus (25.62%, p 5 .093) (Figure 2).There
were trend decreases of rMRGlu in the composite right
hemispheric and bilateral subcortical regions (right:
24.87%, p 5 .093, bilateral: 24.69%, p 5 .093), and a
trend increase of the cortical/subcortical ratio of the
right hemisphere (15.05%, p 5 .074) (Figure 3).
In the MDE group, metabolic decreases were seen in
the left precentral (27.14%, p 5 .021) and the right superior prefrontal (24.58%, p 5 .037) region. Inspection
of mean values revealed a numerical tendency toward
metabolic decreases in additional frontal regions (prefrontal, precentral, and insula regions of both hemi-
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late (17.26%, p 5 .064). Metabolism in the composite bilateral frontal neocortex and entire neocortex was
significantly reduced as compared to placebo (frontal
neocortex: 23.19%, p 5 .006, entire neocortex: 21.58%,
p 5 .037) (Figure 3).
In the METH group, trend decreases of rMRGlu were
obtained in the right hemispheric parietal (26.80%, p 5
.071), temporoparietal (25.85%, p 5 .093), precentral
(25.62%, p 5 .093), and superior prefrontal (24.55%, p 5
.093) ROIs, and metabolic increases were obtained bilaterally in the cerebellum (left: 110.52%, p 5 .039, right:
19.91%, p 5 .020) (Figure 2). rMRGlu in the composite
bilateral entire neocortex region was slightly, but significantly, reduced (21.69%, p 5 .045). Trend decreases
were also found in the composite right frontal (23.48%,
p 5 .053) and bilateral posterior neocortical (21.74%, p 5
.071) regions and in the right hemispheric and bilateral
cortical/subcortical ratio (right: 26.50%, p 5 .071, bilateral: 24.98%, p 5 .093) (Figure 3).
Metabolic values of ROIs and composite regions and
ratios displaying significant or trend changes from placebo are summarized in Table 1. Representative scans
of single subjects on PLA, PSI, MDE, and METH are
shown in Figure 4.

Correlations Between rMRGlu (Repetition Scan)
and Psychopathological Signs
ROIs, composite ROIs, and ratios exhibiting significant
or trend deviations from placebo were correlated with

Figure 2. Differences of rMRGlu in ROIs between each of
the three drug groups and the placebo group in the control
scan. : right hemisphere, j: left hemisphere. Abbreviations:
sPF: superior prefrontal cortex; mPF: middle prefrontal cortex; iPF: inferior prefrontal cortex; PC: precentral cortex; OP:
frontal operculum; PA: parietal cortex; TP: temporoparietal
cortex; TS: superior temporal cortex; TI: inferior temporal
cortex; INS: insular cortex; CER: cerebellum; PU: putamen;
CAU: caudate nucleus; THA: thalamus; AMY: amygdala/
parahippocampal gyrus; GCA: anterior cingulate; GCP: posterior cingulate; Brst: brainstem; *: significant deviation (p ,
.05); (*): trend deviation (p , .1, Mann–Whitney U-test) from
placebo.

spheres), except for the frontal operculum (Figure 2).
Metabolic increases were found bilaterally in the cerebellum (right: 110.12%, p 5 .002, left: 17.59%, p 5 .028)
and the right putamen (16.21%, p 5 .049). A trend increase of rMRGlu was found in the right anterior cingu-

Figure 3. Differences of rMRGlu in composite ROIs and
ratios between each of the three drug groups and the placebo group in the control scan. : right hemisphere, j: left
hemisphere, u : right and left hemisphere. Abbreviations: PSI:
psilocybin; METH: d-methamphetamine; fr C: frontal neocortex; post C: posterior neocortex; C: entire neocortex; subc:
subcortical regions; fr C/post C: ratio frontal/posterior cortex; C/subc: ratio cortical/subcortical regions; *: significant
deviation (p , .05); (*): trend deviation (p , .1, Mann–Whitney U-test) from placebo.
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Table 1. rMRGlu in ROIs and Composite ROIs, and Metabolic Ratios (Mean 6 SD)
During a Word Repetition Scan under Psilocybin, MDE, d-Methamphetamine, and Placebo
PSI (n 5 8)
R sPF
R PC
L PC
R OP
R PA
R TP
R TI
R CER
L CER
R PU
R THA
L THA
R CA
R fr C
R1L fr C
R1L post C
R1L C
R Subc
R1L Subc
R c/subc
R 1 L c/subc

1.040 6 0.057*
1.123 6 0.091*

0.920 6 0.041(*)

0.973 6 0.078*
0.985 6 0.066 (*)
1.010 6 0.100*

MDE (n 5 7)

METH (n 5 6)

PLA (n 5 8)

1.068 6 0.050*

1.068 6 0.063(*)

1.119 6 0.050

1.030 6 0.072(*)

1.091 6 0.059
1.108 6 0.068
1.042 6 0.060

1.016 6 0.064(*)
1.022 6 0.052 (*)

1.090 6 0.034
1.085 6 0.078
0.883 6 0.060
0.839 6 0.016
0.848 6 0.047
1.169 6 0.062
1.067 6 0.084
1.043 6 0.078
0.920 6 0.074

1.029 6 0.040*

0.924 6 0.054**
0.912 6 0.064*
1.241 6 0.065*
0.986 6 0.068(*)
1.023 6 0.016**

1.042 6 0.074*
1.049 6 0.066(*)

0.922 6 0.070*
0.937 6 0.083*

1.026 6 0.017*

1.001 6 0.062(*)

1.016 6 0.037(*)
1.012 6 0.019(*)
1.025 6 0.018*

1.053 6 0.022
1.057 6 0.026
1.030 6 0.016
1.043 6 0.007
1.095 6 0.068
1.100 6 0.062

0.891 6 0.069(*)
0.903 6 0.053(*)

0.953 6 0.058
0.950 6 0.057

Abbreviations: R: right hemispheric; L: left hemispheric; R1L: bilateral; sPF: superior prefrontal cortex; PC:
precentral cortex; OP: frontal operculum: PA: parietal cortex; TP: temporoparietal cortex; TI: inferior temporal
cortex; CER: cerebellum; PU: putamen; THA: thalamus; CA: anterior cingulate; fr C: frontal neocortex (consists of the three prefrontal, precentral, frontal operculum and insula ROIs); post C: posterior neocortex (consists of
parietal, temporoparietal, superior temporal, inferior temporal, and occipital ROIs); C: entire neocortex (consists of frontal and posterior neocortex); Subc: subcortical regions (consists of caudate nucleus, putamen, and
thalamus); c/subc: ratio entire neocortex/subcortical regions.
Only significant or trend deviations from placebo are presented (Mann–Whitney U-test: p , .1:(*), p , .05:*,
p , .01:**, no correction for multiple testing).

psychopathology variables using the following psychometric scores: PANSS Positive Symptom, Negative
Symptom, and General Psychopathology scale, and single items P1–7, N1–7, G2, G4, G6, and G11 (Kay et al.
1987); Bech Rafaelsen Mania and Melancholia Scales
BRMAS and BRMES (Bech 1988); State anxiety inventory STAI-X1 (Laux et al. 1981); and Hallucinogen rating scale HRS with the subscales: somatesthesia, affect,
perception, cognition, volition, intensity, and single
items 35 (happy) and 36 (unhappy) (Strassman et al.
1994). Spearman correlation coefficients ranged from
0.00 to 1.00. Significant correlations are summarized in
Tables 2, 3, and 4.
In the PSI group, increase of activity in the right anterior cingulate correlated positively with stereotyped
thoughts (PANSS N7) and negatively with anxiety
(STAI-X1). Increase of metabolism in the right frontal
operculum correlated negatively with general activation (BRMAS). Decrease of metabolism in the left thalamus was associated with high general psychopathology
(PANSS), tension, anxiety (PANSS G4 and G2) and depressive mood (BRMES) and less stereotyped thoughts

(PANSS N7). Decrease of rMRGlu in the composite bilateral subcortical region was also associated with high
tension (PANSS G4) and less stereotyped thoughts
(PANSS N7).
In the MDE group, cerebellar hypermetabolism correlated with diminished will (HRS volition scale), depressive mood (PANSS G6), cognitive deficits (HRS
cognition scale), and anxiety (PANSS G2). Increased
metabolism in the right anterior cingulate correlated
with attentional deficits (PANSS G11). Decreased metabolism in the left precentral ROI was associated with
general psychopathology (PANSS). Decreased rMRGlu
in the composite frontal cortex region was associated
with cognitive deficits (HRS cognition scale), and decrease in the entire cortex with general psychopathology (PANSS), depressive mood (BRMES, PANSS G6),
anxiety (PANSS G2), and somatic sensations (HRS somatesthesia scale).
In the METH group, cerebellar hypermetabolism correlated positively with anxiety (STAI-X1) and negatively
with feelings of happiness (HRS A35). Hypometabolism in the right precentral and parietal regions and in
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Figure 4. Representative transaxial FDG-PET images of single subjects under placebo, psilocybin, MDE, and d-methamphetamine while performing a word repetition task. Note the shifted right/left asymmetry, the increased activity of the anterior cingulate and the decreased thalamic activity in the psilocybin subject. Note the decreased cortical and increased
cerebellar activity in the MDE and d-methamphetamine subjects.

the right composite frontal region and diminished cortical/subcortical ratios were associated with cognitive
deficits (HRS cognition scale) and anxiety (STAI-X1). Hypometabolism in the posterior cortex was associated with

the global intensity of the drug experience (HRS intensity
scale), positive symptoms (PANSS), general psychopathology (PANSS), manic state (BRMAS), grandiosity
(PANSS P5), tension (PANSS G4), agitation (PANSS P4),

Table 2. Significant Correlations Between Metabolic Values and Psychopathology Scores
in the Psilocybin Group
ROI/gradient

Metabolic
Change vs. PLA

R CA

↑9.82%*

R OP
L THA

↑7.74%*
↓5.62%(*)

R1L Subc

↓4.69%(*)

Psychometric Scale/Item

Spearman (R)
Coefficient

STAI-X1 (anxiety)
PANSS N7 (stereotyped thoughts)
BRMAS (manic state)
PANSS G4 (tension)
PANSS General psychopathology scale
PANSS G2 (anxiety)
PANSS N7 (stereotyped thoughts)
BRMES (melancholia)

20.90**
10.76*
20.75*
20.82*
20.79*
20.76*
10.76*
20.72*

PANSS N7 (stereotyped thoughts)
PANSS G4 (tension)

10.76*
20.74*

Abbreviations: R: right hemispheric; L: left hemispheric; R1L: bilateral; ↑: increase; ↓: decrease; OP: frontal
operculum; THA: thalamus; CA: anterior cingulate; Subc: subcortical regions (consists of caudate nucleus,
putamen, and thalamus); BRMAS: Bech Rafaelsen Mania Scale; PANSS: Positive and Negative Symptom
Scale; BRMES: Bech Rafaelsen Melancholia Scale; STAI-Xl: State Anxiety Inventory.
(n 5 8; level of significance: p , .05:*, p , .01:**)
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Table 3. Significant Correlations Between Metabolic Values and Psychopathology Scores
in the MDE Group
ROI/Gradient

Metabolic
Change vs. PLA

R CER

↑10.12%**

L CER

↑7.59%*

R CA
L PC

↑7.26%(*)
↓7.14%*

R1L fr C
R1L C

↓3.19%**
↓1.58%*

Psychometric Scale/Item

Spearman (R)
Coefficient

HRS volition scale
PANSS G6 (depression)
HRS cognition scale
PANSS G2 (anxiety)
BRMES (melancholia)
PANSS G2 (anxiety)
PANSS G6 (depression)
PANSS G11 (attentional deficit)
PANSS general psychopathology scale

10.82*
10.80*
10.79*
10.76*
10.87**
10.80*
10.76*
10.93**
20.79*

HRS cognition scale
PANSS general psychopathology scale
BRMES (melancholia)
PANSS G2 (anxiety)
HRS somaesthesia scale
PANSS G6 (depression)

21.00***
20.89**
20.87**
20.80*
20.77*
20.76*

Abbreviations: R: right hemispheric; L: left hemispheric; R1L: bilateral; ↑: increase; ↓: decrease; PC: precentral cortex; CER: cerebellum; CA: anterior cingulate; fr C: frontal neocortex (consists of the three prefrontal,
precentral, frontal operculum and insula ROIs); C: entire neocortex (consists of frontal and posterior neocortex); PANSS: Positive and Negative Symptom Scale; HRS: Hallucinogen Rating Scale; BRMES: Bech Rafaelsen
Melancholia Scale.
(n 5 7; level of significance: p , .05:*, p , .01:**, p , .001:***)

hostility (PANSS P7), and thought disturbance (PANSS
P2). Global cortical hypometabolism was associated
with diminished feelings of happiness (HRS A35).

Metabolic Changes in the Activation vs. Control
Scan (Word Association vs. Repetition)
In the PLA group, cognitive activation with the word
association task induced significant metabolic increases
in the left frontal operculum (Broca region) (17.13 6
6.27%, p 5 .035), the left insula (15.30 6 6.16%, p 5 .025),
the left middle prefrontal (13.51 6 4.11%, p 5 .05), and
the right occipital region (11.32 6 1.75%, p 5 .05) and a
decrease of rMRGlu in the left posterior cingulate
(25.30 6 4.37%, p 5 .017). A trend decrease was found
in the right superior prefrontal region (22.37 6 3.93%,
p 5.093) (Figure 5).
In the PSI group, activation in frontal regions was diminished. There was only a trend increase of rMRGlu in
the left frontal operculum (Broca region) (14.95 6
6.05%, p 5 .075). In contrast, metabolism was decreased
in the left posterior cingulate (25.63 6 5.20%, p 5 .028),
the right putamen (23.58 6 2.65%, p 5 .046), the right
anterior cingulate (23.24 6 3.36%, p 5 .046), and the
right occipital region (22.83 6 3.68%, p 5 .028). A trend
decrease was found in the left occipital region (21.37 6
2.10%, p 5 .075) (Figure 5).
In the MDE group, cognitive activation with the word
association task induced significant metabolic increases
in the left middle prefrontal (14.48 6 1.85%, p 5 .018),
the left superior temporal (14.55 6 2.60%, p 5 .018), and

the right caudate nucleus (15.51 6 3.36%, p 5 .018) and
a decrease of rMRGlu in the right posterior cingulate
(27.09 6 5.66%, p1.018). A trend increase was found in
the left precentral region (13.62 6 4.86%, p 5 .091), and
a trend decrease in the brainstem region (26.05 6
6.24%, p 5 .063) (Figure 5).
In the METH group, frontal activation was diminished and did not reach statistical significance in any region. A significant activation was found in the left thalamus (14.57 6 4.58%, p 5 .046) and a significant
decrease of rMRGlu in the right amygdala/hippocampal
region (28.03 6 5.15%, p 5 .028). In addition, there was
a trend decrease in the right anterior cingulate (22.18 6
2.35%, p 5 .075) and a trend activation in the left caudate nucleus (14.26 6 4.74%, p 5 .075) (Figure 5).

Cognitive Performance
There were no differences in the total number of overtly
spoken words in the repetition task (PLA: 98.7 6 2.0 %,
d-METH: 98.9 6 1.9 %, MDE: 99.9 6 0.1 %, PSI: 99.6 6
0.5 % of the total number of possible words). In the association task, subjects on PSI produced significantly
fewer words than the placebo group (PLA: 90.2 6 8.9 %,
PSI: 69.4 6 17.8 %, p 5 .016). Subjects on MDE produced slightly fewer, and subjects on METH produced
slightly more words than the placebo group (MDE: 87.4 6
11.3 %, METH: 95.6 6 6.5 %); however, these differences were not significant. There were no significant
differences in any group between the number of words
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Table 4. Significant Correlations Between Metabolic Values and Psychopathology Scores
in the d-Methamphetamine Group
ROI/Gradient
L CER

Metabolic
Change vs. PLA
↑10.52%*

R CER
R PA

↑9.91%*
↓6.80%(*)

R PC

↓5.62%(*)

R fr C

↓3.48%(*)

R1L post C

↓1.74%(*)

R1L C

↓1.69%*

R c/subc

↓6.50%(*)

R1L c/subc

↓4.98%(*)

Psychometric Scale/Item

Spearman (R)
Coefficient

HRS A35 (happy)
STAI-X1 (anxiety)
HRS A35 (happy)
HRS Cognition scale
STAI-X1 (anxiety)
STAI-X1 (anxiety)
HRS Cognition scale

20.84*
10.81*
20.84*
20.88*
20.84*
20.90*
20.88*

STAI-X1 (anxiety)
HRS Cognition scale
HRS Intensity scale
PANSS Positive symptom scale
PANSS General psychopathology scale
PANSS P5 (grandiosity)
BRMAS (manic state)
PANSS G4 (tension)
PANSS P2 (formal thought disorder)
PANSS P4 (agitation)
PANSS P7 (hostility)
HRS Item A35 (happy)

20.90*
20.88*
20.94**
20.94**
20.93**
20.93**
20.93**
20.88*
20.83*
20.83*
20.83*
10.84*

STAI-X1(anxiety)
HRS Cognition scale
STAI-X1 (anxiety)
HRS Cognition scale

20.90*
20.88*
20.93**
20.88*

Abbreviations: R: right hemispheric; L: left hemispheric; R1L: bilateral; ↑: increase; ↓: decrease; PC: precentral cortex; PA: parietal cortex; CER: cerebellum; fr C: frontal neocortex (consists of the three prefrontal, precentral, frontal operculum and insula ROIs); post C: posterior neocortex (consists of parietal, temporoparietal, superior and inferior temporal, and occipital ROIs); C: entire neocortex (consists of frontal and posterior
neocortex); c/subc: ratio entire neocortex/subcortical regions; STAI-X1: State Anxiety Inventory; HRS: Hallucinogen Rating Scale; PANSS: Positive and Negative Symptom Scale; BRMAS: Bech Rafaelsen Mania Scale
(n 5 6; level of significance: p , .05:*, p , .01:**)

produced in the three equal parts of the whole activation periods.

DISCUSSION
Thirty-two healthy volunteers participated in a doubleblind neurometabolic study with FDG-PET under psilocybin, MDE, d-methamphetamine, or placebo (n 5 6–8
each). Subjects underwent two PET scans on two different occasions while performing a word association or a
control word repetition task. This study has some limitations: the number of subjects per drug group is small;
statistical analysis includes no correction for multiple
testing; drugs were given only in single medium doses,
thus permitting no evaluation and comparison of possible effects of the drugs at higher doses; and, finally, the
methamphetamine dose was increased during the
course of the study because of limited clinical effects.
These limitations are related to the apparent difficulties
in planning and performing human studies with restricted drugs. Thus, our study must be viewed as a pi-

lot investigation and our results as exploratory. Furthermore, because of the cumulative drug and radiation
exposure no third scan under resting conditions was
performed. Therefore, drug effects and effects of the
word repetition task cannot be sorted out in our baseline control scan. However, resting state is a poorly defined mental condition. Especially under powerful psychoactive substances, resting states might represent
completely different mental activities across subjects.
Thus, a uniform mental activation with a simple cognitive task such as word repetition may, indeed, contribute to a better comparability of functional imaging
scans across substances, beside being an adequate control for the cognitive activation of the association task.

Neurometabolic Effects of the Drugs and
Correlations with Psychopathological Symptoms
The metabolic pattern under psilocybin was characterized by relative hypermetabolism in prefrontal and inferior temporal regions of the right hemisphere and relative hypometabolism in subcortical regions as compared
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Figure 5. Cognitive activation-related changes of rMRGlu in ROIs (association vs. repetition scan; mean 6 SD). : right
hemisphere, j: left hemisphere. Abbreviations: PLA: placebo; PSI: psilocybin; METH: d-methamphetamine; sPF: superior prefrontal cortex; mPF: middle prefrontal cortex; iPF: inferior prefrontal cortex; PC: precentral cortex; OP: frontal operculum;
PA: parietal cortex; TP: temporoparietal cortex; TS: superior temporal cortex; TI: inferior temporal cortex; INS: insular cortex;
CER: cerebellum; PU: putamen; CAU: caudate nucleus; THA: thalamus; AMY: amygdala/parahippocampal gyrus; GCA:
anterior cingulate; GCP: posterior cingulate; Brst: brainstem; *: significant change (p , .05); (*): trend change (p , .1, Wilcoxon test).

to placebo. The most striking finding was a metabolic
increase of nearly 10% in the right anterior cingulate.
The thalamus and the left precentral region displayed
diminished metabolic activity, and the right hemispheric cortical/subcortical ratio was increased. In the
methamphetamine group, the most striking finding
was an increased metabolic activity of about 10% in the
cerebellum as compared to placebo. Otherwise, changes
were somewhat opposite to the changes that occurred
under psilocybin. There was a tendency for widespread
cortical hypometabolism predominantly in right hemispheric frontal, parietal, and temporal regions, and the
cortical/subcortical ratio was decreased. The MDEinduced metabolic effects were partly methamphetamine- and partly psilocybin-like. Methamphetaminelike effects included cerebellar hypermetabolism and
cortical hypometabolism, which was more pronounced in
frontal regions. Despite the over-all diminished frontal
activity in the MDE group the right anterior cingulate
tended to be hyperactive.
In the psilocybin group, increase of activity in the
right anterior cingulate correlated positively with stereotyped thoughts and negatively with anxiety. Increase of metabolism in the right frontal operculum was

associated with low general activation. Decrease of metabolism in the left thalamus was linked to general psychopathology, tension, anxiety, and depressive feelings,
but less stereotyped thoughts. In the methamphetamine
and MDE groups, increased cerebellar and diminished
cortical activity were associated with anxiety, negative
feelings, cognitive dysfunction, and general psychopathological signs. In the MDE group, both diminished
activity in the composite bilateral frontal region and increased activity in the right anterior cingulate were associated with cognitive disturbances. In the methamphetamine group, hypometabolism in the posterior
cortical regions was associated with a state of general
activation and increased drive, but not with euphoria.
Our psilocybin findings are in line with data from
other functional imaging studies with hallucinogens.
Hermle et al. (1992) reported a hyperfrontal rCBF pattern under mescaline predominantly in the right hemisphere. In an H215O-PET study with schizophrenic patients under ketamine, Lahti et al. (1995) found an
increase of rCBF in the anterior cingulate cortex and decreases in the hippocampus and visual cortex. Vollenweider et al. (1997a, 1997b) examined healthy volunteers and found hyperfrontal metabolic patterns and,
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particularly, an increased metabolism in the anterior
cingulate under psilocybin and ketamine. The anterior
cingulate cortex is traditionally viewed as one of the
principal limbic structures and has been linked to numerous functions, such as selective attention, anticipation, motivation, emotion, maternal behavior, pain, and
selection for action and motor reaction (Vogt et al. 1992;
Devinsky et al. 1995; Murtha et al. 1996). An integrative
view of cingulate function suggests that the anterior
cingulate subserves primarily executive functions related to the emotional control of visceral, skeletal, and
endocrine outflow (Vogt et al. 1992). Increased metabolism in the anterior cingulate seemed to be the common
denominator of action across the hallucinogen psilocybin and the entactogen MDE. Profound sensory and
emotional experiences absorbing the attention of subjects were present under both substances, but not under
methamphetamine (Gouzoulis-Mayfrank et al. 1999, in
press). Metabolic activity of the anterior cingulate correlated with stereotyped thoughts in the psilocybin
group and with deficits of attention in the MDE group.
Regarding the correlation data, increased cingulate
metabolic activity may be interpreted as a compensatory effort to overcome the apparent difficulties in attending to, selecting, and processing the emotionally
significant experiences in the drug states. Diminished
metabolic activity in the thalamus was present only in
the psilocybin group. Thalamic hypoactivity has not
been reported before in studies with hallucinogens. However, in the study of Hermle et al. (1992), inspection of
mean data suggests diminished rCBF under mescaline,
although this finding was not significant. Furthermore,
given the function of the thalamus as a sensory filter or
“gate to consciousness” an underactivity of the thalamus intuitively seems to be in line with hallucinogenic
states, which are characterized by an increased impressive
mode of perception, sensory distortions, absorption by
perceptional details, and hallucinations. However, in
our correlation analyses, thalamic hypometabolism was
not linked to perceptional changes, but rather to general
aspects of the drug state, such as tension, anxiety, depressive mood, and other general psychopathological
signs. An alternative interpretation of thalamic involvement in the psilocybin state may be provided by the numerous reciprocal connnections of the anterior cingulate and the “limbic” portions of thalamus (Bentivoglio
et al. 1993). Changes within this circuitry are likely to
influence more than one region. Further studies are
needed to clarify the role of the thalamus in the pathophysiology of the hallucinogen-induced states.
From the viewpoint of the model psychosis paradigm, our results are in line with evidence in favor of an
association between acute psychotic episodes and hyperactivity in frontal cortical regions (Wiesel et al. 1987;
Szechtman et al. 1988; Cleghorn et al. 1989; Ebmeier et
al. 1993; Parellada et al. 1994). These findings are in con-
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trast with the hypofrontality, which has repeatedly
been reported in studies with chronic schizophrenic patients (Buchsbaum et al. 1982; Farkas et al. 1984; Cohen
et al. 1987; Volkow et al. 1987; Weinberger et al. 1988;
Wolkin et al. 1988; Buchsbaum et al. 1990; Andreasen et
al. 1992; Wolkin et al. 1992; Siegel et al. 1993). In addition, our data corroborate reports on alterations of interhemispheric balance in psychoses (Beaumont and
Dimond 1973; Wexler and Heninger 1979; Magaro and
Page 1983; West 1984; Gur et al. 1989) and suggest that a
functional right hemispheric overactivity may be associated with acute endogenous or hallucinogen-induced
psychotic syndromes (Oepen et al. 1987; Hermle et al.
1992). Finally, until recently, the thalamus has played a
remarkably minor role in theories on the etiology of
schizophrenia. However, evidence from recent studies
with schizophrenic patients suggests disturbances in fronto-thalamo-cerebellar circuits (Andreasen 1997). The
thalamus holds a key position in the recent integrative
theory of “cognitive dysmetria” in the pathogenesis of
schizophrenia (Andreasen et al. 1996).
Neocortical hypometabolism and cerebellar hypermetabolism were the common denominators of d-methamphetamine and MDE action. Diminished cortical activity has been described in several studies with both
depressant and stimulant drugs of abuse such as benzodiazepines, morphine, amphetamines, and cocaine (Mathew
and Wilson 1991; London et al. 1990a, 1990b; Wolkin et
al. 1987) and has been viewed as a correlate of euphoria
(London et al. 1990a, 1990b; Pearlson et al. 1993). However, in our studies, both cortical hypometabolism and
cerebellar hypermetabolism were not associated with
positive, but rather with unpleasant feelings such as
anxiety and depression, cognitive disturbances, and
general psychopathological signs. This finding is difficult to interpret, because MDE and d-methamphetamine elicited either minor or very pleasant emotional
effects. Thus, secondary or compensatory mechanisms
may be responsible for these neurometabolic effects.
The change of cerebellar metabolic activity seems puzzling, because the cerebellum traditionally has been
viewed as a motor control region. Increased cerebellar
activity as a main psychoactive drug effect has been reported in only one study with tetrahydrocannabinol
(Volkow et al. 1991). However, the view of the cerebellum as a motor organ has recently been challenged by a
growing body of data on its involvement in mental operations such as selective attention, sensory discrimination, working memory, word processing, timing, learning, and complex problem solving (Akshoomoff and
Courchesne 1992; Leiner et al. 1993; Gao et al. 1996; Gibbon et al. 1997; Allen et al. 1997), and in externally generated emotion (Reiman et al. 1997). Moreover, the role
of the cerebellum in the pathogenesis of schizophrenic
psychoses is the subject of current explorations (Andreasen et al. 1996). Given the enormous enlargement
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of the cerebellum during the last evolutional steps from
nonhuman primates to humans, a broader view of cerebellar function including higher cognitive and emotional operations seems to be reasonable (Andreasen et
al. 1996). The role of the cerebellum in psychoactive
substance-induced states must be evaluated further.
Nevertheless, neurometabolic effects of MDE were
not entirely methamphetamine-like in our study. Although cortical, and particularly frontocortical metabolic activity was diminished, the right anterior cingulate tended to be hyperactive under MDE. This is
reminiscent of the psilocybin effects. Taken together,
our data support the view that entactogens are a distinct psychoactive substance class, which takes an intermediate position between stimulants and hallucinogens.
Furthermore, this conclusion is in line with studies of
the psychopathological effects of the three substances
(Gouzoulis-Mayfrank et al. 1999, in press). Given the
strong emotional effects of MDE, we originally expected
to find significant metabolic changes in the amygdala, a
limbic region that has been repeatedly linked to the
processing of emotional information (for reviews see
LeDoux 1995; Rolls 1995). The lack of amygdala activation after ingestion of MDE may be partly attributable
to the definition of ROIs, because our amygdala region
included not only the amygdala, but also the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus. Moreover, a recent
study demonstrated an association of amygdala activity
only with externally, but not with internally generated
emotion (film clips vs. recall of autobiographic material) (Reiman et al. 1997). Although the MDE state is
clearly externally (i.e., pharmacologically) induced, the
emotional changes taking place during this state may
rather be viewed as internally generated. This might
also explain the lack of amygdala activation in our study.

Interactions Between Cognitive Activation
and Drugs
In the placebo group, the left hemispheric middle prefrontal, frontal operculum (Broca area), and insula regions were significantly activated in the association
task. In addition, there was a slight, but significant, activation in the right occipital region and deactivations in
the left posterior cingulate and the right superior prefrontal region (Schreckenberger et al. 1998). Metabolic
increases of the frontal regions are in line with the classical 15O-H2O-PET studies of Petersen et al. (1988) with
similar activation tasks. However, we were not able to
demonstrate an activation of the anterior cingulate, as
shown in latter studies. Moreover, metabolic changes in
the posterior cingulate, occipital, and insular cortex
have not been demonstrated before in the 15O-H2O-PET
studies. The cognitive activation in 15O-H2O-PET studies
typically lasts 2 to 3 minutes. In contrast, our subjects underwent a 32-min-long task, during which they had to

respond to 640 words with an association. The equal
numbers of associated and spoken words in the threethirds of the activation period suggests that subjects
were engaged with the task until the end of the period.
This was also the case in the three substance groups.
However, we might expect that cognitive mechanisms
during a shorter task differ from those of a longer task
that requires sustained attention. During the period of
32 minutes some automaticity may occur and novelty
of the task may not be maintained. Thus, the discrepancies between our data and the data from 15O-H2O-PET
studies may be partly caused by these differences in
cognitive mechanisms because of differences in length
of the tasks. This interpretation is in line with data from
15
O-H2O-PET studies suggesting an activation of the anterior cingulate during demanding and novel, but not
during well-practiced tasks (LaBerge 1990).
In the psilocybin group, the association task-related
activation of middle prefrontal cortex was abolished,
and the activation of Broca’s area was attenuated. Decreases of metabolism were obtained not only in the left
posterior cingulate, but also in the right anterior cingulate, occipital cortex, and right putamen. In the MDE
group, metabolic increases were significant in the left
middle prefrontal and superior temporal cortex as well
as in the right caudate nucleus but not in Broca’s area, and
a metabolic decrease was found in the right posterior
cingulate. In the methamphetamine group, metabolic
increases did not reach statistical significance in any
frontal region. Instead, there were activation-related
metabolic increases in subcortical regions (left caudate
nucleus and thalamus) and decreases in the right anterior cingulate and amygdala.
Taken together, our data suggest diminished frontal
cortical activation by a classical frontal task in the psilocybin and methamphetamine group but less so in the
MDE group. Because of the limited number of subjects
and the fact that we did not correct for type I error, we
refrain from interpreting metabolic alterations in regions outside the frontal cortex, which are not known to
be employed in association tasks. The mechanisms of
functional hypofrontality may vary in the different
drug groups. First, in the methamphetamine and MDE
groups, frontal cortical regions were found to be already hypoactive in the repetition scan, although this
was not the case in the psilocybin group. Second, the
subjective difficulty of the task was different across the
drug groups. Although we did not collect these data
systematically, most placebo subjects spontaneously reported that the task was “a little hard,” but manageable.
Methamphetamine subjects did not report any difficulty with the task, while all but one subject on MDE reported that the task had been easy. In contrast, all but
one subject on psilocybin spontaneously reported that
the task had been very difficult, and they had had to
concentrate hard to stay engaged with it. The total
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number of associated and spoken words was significantly smaller in the psilocybin group as compared to
placebo, which is in line with the subjective difficulty of
the task in this group. In contrast, subjects on methamphetamine produced slightly more words in the association task than subjects on placebo, although this difference was not significant. The number of associated and
spoken words in the placebo group was about 90% of
the total number of possible words. Hence, the lack of
significance in that case may have been attributable to a
ceiling effect (placebo: 90.2%, methamphetamine: 95.6%).
Finally, subjects on MDE produced slightly, but not significantly, fewer words in the association task than did
subjects on placebo. These data and observations suggest that different interpretations may be required to
explain the diminished frontal activation upon cognitive demand across the different drug groups. In the
case of methamphetamine, the subjective easiness and
low level of engagement with the task may partly account for the diminished frontal activation, although
performance was good. In the case of MDE, this may be
also the case, although to a lesser extent. In the psilocybin group, engagement with the subjectively difficult
task was high. Despite their high motivation and engagement, subjects on psilocybin did not succeed in activating prefrontal cortical areas sufficiently, and their
performance was low.
In summary, subjects in the psilocybin model psychosis displayed hypermetabolism in distinct frontal
cortical areas of the right hemisphere (anterior cingulate, frontal operculum) at baseline. However, their
ability to increase metabolism in those frontal regions
involved in language- and association functions in response to a suitable cognitive task was impaired. These
data and data from other studies (Hermle et al. 1992;
Vollenweider et al. 1997a,b) suggest that frontal cortical
regions may be diffusely hyperactive in hallucinogen
states. However, focused frontal activation upon specific cognitive demand is impaired. Within the frame of
the model psychosis paradigm, this view may be extended to naturally occurring acute psychotic episodes
in schizophrenic and schizophrenia-like psychoses.
This interpretation is in line with a recent SPECT study
with acute schizophrenic patients in resting state and
after a frontal cognitive activation (Catafau et al. 1994)
and may help to integrate seemingly contradictory
findings in the literature on the pathophysiology of
frontal lobe dysfunction in schizophrenia.
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